Call for Papers

Special Section on IDW ’15

The 22nd International Display Workshops (IDW ’15) will be held from December 9 to 11, 2015 at the Otsu Prince Hotel, Otsu, Japan. IDW ’15 is sponsored by the Institute of Image Information and Television Engineers (ITE) and the Society for Information Display (SID).

The Journal of the ITE (MTA (English Journal) & ITEJ (Japanese Journal)) announces a forthcoming “Special Issue on IDW ’15” to be published in October 2016. The special issue has provided an excellent opportunity to present key aspects of display technology. Original, unpublished papers presented in IDW ’15 will be accepted after review by the Editorial Board Committee. Papers related to IDW ’15 will also be accepted in the special issue.

The Journal of the ITE will be published as an on-line journal, and not only member but also nonmember can read your paper based on the open access policy. Furthermore, figures with the coloring and pertinent moving images for your paper can be published. The paper of this special issue will be also published by the on-line journal.

We are sincerely waiting for your submitting paper.

1. Scope
   General Display Technologies
     (1) Based on the presentation in IDW ’15.
     (2) Based on the display materials, devices, and systems in the fields covered by IDW ’15.

2. Deadline for Submission
   MTA
     • Paper (English Manuscripts): February 29, 2016
   ITEJ
     • Paper (Japanese Manuscripts): February 29, 2016
     • Short Paper (Japanese Manuscripts): April 28, 2016

3. Date of Issue
   October 2016

4. Submission Instructions
   Manuscripts should be prepared according to the guidelines indicated in the “Information for Authors”. Please refer to the following ITE homepage.
   MTA (English Manuscripts)  http://www.ite.or.jp/en/mta/information_for_authors/
   ITEJ (Japanese Manuscripts)  http://www.ite.or.jp/data/journal/submission/

5. Inquiry
   Editorial Office
   The Institute of Image Information and Television Engineers
   3-5-8 Kikai Shinko Kaikan, Shiba Park, Minato Ward, Tokyo, Japan 105-0011
   E-mail: mta@ite.or.jp  Tel: +81 (3) 3432-4677  Fax: +81(3) 3432-4675
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